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ECOSYSTEM

Our mission is to create a decentralized ecosystem in the Blockchain industry, equipped with real projects with a community focus, 

which is limited in supply, even the manufacturer is not authorized to issue tokens.

DLPN token supports all tokens. And the DLPN SWAP, when we create it, will provide a facility to easily exchange all Cryptocurrencies, 

altcoins and meme tokens on a decentralized platform, no matter what blockchain the cryptocurrencies are produced on.

You can perform many transactions with DLPN tokens. 
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DLPN TOKEN PLATFORMS
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FEATURES



DLPN TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

30%DEX and CEX Liquidity pools

17%Pre-Sale

13%Marketing / Airdrops Wallet

10%Team Wallet

30%Mining Wallet
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HOW TO BUY DLPN?
Send the amount of BUSD(BEP20) or BNB(BEP20) you 
wish to purchase to the address below.
Attention: Only BUSD  sent with BEP20 or BNB(BEP20) are 
accepted! Minimum purchase amount is BUSD 10 or $10 
BNB(BEP20) .
Wallet Address: 
0xeeD865F66FC3ee23a0227D51033722e903f4e11e
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WANT TO JOIN OUR COMMUNITY?

Social Media

Follow our accounts on Social 

Media. Create accounts in our 

Community Members with 

their own DLPN token names.

IEO TIME
Support DLPN token to 

expire ieo time early during 

IEO to quickly sell 17% of 

Total Supply and add DLPN 

tokens to Centralized and 

decentralized exchanges 

quickly.
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COUNTERMEASURE AGAINST 
DEFLATION

-->

What Action Will We Take If DLPN Price Drops Suddenly?

• DLPN Faucet (Earn DLPN by doing certain tasks and 
reduce DLPN from the market by the amount of DLPN you 
earn).

• Commissions deducted from transactions in DLPN SWAP 
and DLPN Market will be collected in a wallet and DLPN 
tokens will be bought and burned on the market.

• DPC (DLPN Power Community).1 wallet will be created on 
all platforms. When the community's volunteer donors 
send any cryptocurrencies, altcoins and tokens, DLPN 
tokens will be purchased from exchanges and burned and 
removed from the market.

• 50% of the money lost by players using DLPN GAMBLING 
will be burned by purchasing DLPN tokens from 
exchanges.And the Other 50% will be added to the 
jackpot pool for the jackpot.
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DLPN FAUCET

50% of every $1 million earned on 

the faucet platform is sent to the 

50% incineration pool to members

Earned Token

There is no deduction from tokens Earned by 

Members.

Advertisers and Employers

Every DLPN you pay 50% will be sent to users who 

complete the Quests and 50% will be sent to the DLPN 

Burning Pool Wallet.

$ And the DLPN conversion of BTC

When you do the Tasks in the System, our earn $ and BTC from the 

3rd party companies called Platform. Earned Money and tokens buy 

DLPN on Exchanges. 50% of the purchased DLPNs are sent to the 

users and 50% of them are sent to the DLPN incineration pool.

DLPN WIN / DLPN BURN


